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About This Game

You drift around a corner at 500 mph, activate turbo boost, and blast through the sound barrier. You lock eyes on your
opponent, and the lasers mounted on your hood follow your vision. A few crisp bursts and you’re dodging a tumbling mass of
fire. No time to marvel--that next corner is coming fast as you race on a track with more twists and loops than a roller coaster.

Welcome to hyperspeed combat racing. Welcome to Bank Limit.

Many ways to play
Supports Oculus, Vive and traditional 2D displays. Uses both Oculus and Vive native libraries to support platform-specific
features such as Asynchronous Time Warp. Plug and play with Xbox 360, Xbox One, Vive, Keyboard & Mouse and Steam

Controllers.

Cross-platform multiplayer
Play with your friends and frenemies. Everyone plays together whether you have a VR headset or not.

Take flight at will
Disengage from the track, soar over your opponents, and then lock back down to secure victory.

Fastest game ever
With top speeds ranging from 800 to 10,000 mph, discover what true hyperspeed racing feels like.

With 20 Tracks for combat racing, 3 Battle Arenas for deathmatch play, and 9 weapons for destruction, the possibilities for
mayhem are endless. Bank Limit: Advanced Battle Racing will be supported post-launch with new content that players will be
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Title: Bank Limit : Advanced Battle Racing
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Tastee Beverage Studios, LLC
Publisher:
Tastee Beverage Studios, LLC
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Window 7

Processor: i5 4590 or AMD 8350 FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum specs for VR support

English
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Very good locomotive, great sounds and enjoyable scenarios. I love how you can change the head boards and can have steam
heating in the carriages. Only issue is that the engine can be quite prone to wheel slip.. Most ridiculous game ever. The Legacy:
Forgotten Gates is a casual Hidden Object Game, a nice one.
The story is good and the atmosphere\/ambiance where it takes place is great.
The graphics are really nice too.

For those who played the Lost Lands serie (same developper), the universe of The Legacy: Forgotten Gates is quite similar.
The universe is an excellent mixture of ancient civilizations and advanced technology, with a touch of magic.. all this taking
place in some kind of other world or planet.

I liked the music and the whole soundtrack, but the female characters voices (especially the young one\/teenage girl, I found
to be irritating and unrealistic).
The music is eclectic and really feats the story.

Although I usually don't like cutscenes, I have to admit that the videos in The Legacy: Forgotten Gates are beautiful. Some
of them are truly awesome, even spectacular.

The overall art style of the game is pleasant.

As far as the gameplay is concerned it's very decent and I appreciated both my playthroughs.
Good game pace.
A map allows you to quickly travel from one location to another

Puzzles\/mini-games rank from easy to average.
I liked the H.O. Scenes. They are the dynamic kind, also known as H.O. Puzzles, where you are to interact objects between
them in order to trigger other mecanisms. I find them more interesting than H.O.S. by list.

Achievements are not hard to get.

I really don't understand why so few people are reviewing or recommending this game. It's a shame because it has everything
a game requires to please H.O.Games fans : a fantastic story, a great adventure, several characters, strange funny or scary
critters..
It just lacks visibility, I guess. But considering the price it's worth giving it a try.

The Legacy: Forgotten Gates is well worth discovering !. fun game but really not many players. didn't run well graphics wise
too. Cartoony graphics work well
Option to change height of holster
Fun now but will be awesome with multiplayer.

It's not apparent how to reload your guns.
Audio effects are lacking, looks but doesn't sound like High Noon yet.. Very bland and repetitive game. I had high hopes for
it but the difficulty level along with any sort of progression are non-existent.
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I love beat'em ups and Bud Spencer movies, but this is not fun. I also love the art style, but...
Fights to easy and repetitive, no challenge there. But the real problem are the mini games. I stopped when I got to hot dog eating
contest. 3 minutes !!!! of some sort of rock-band game play.
Too bad.. 28 minutes.. 100% completion

real boris experience
10\/10. a 6\/10 VR experience for $3. You stand on a platform with colorful 'insect' sprites that are dispatched by the birds
following the orbs you're swinging on extendable elastic. As the the insect count goes up there are larger more detailed sprites
and background colours change.
  The art style is different with a lot of flat looking 2D sprites. There's not enough happening here to keep me coming back but
it's good to see devs trying something different .. This game, as all the other hacker evolution games, has such a slim margin of
error that even getting through the tutorial in one piece will test your threshold for handling frustration.

The hacker evolution games have a strong foundational concept, and solid UI, but the game suffers from arbitrary limitations
(like the amount of times that you can use any computer as a hop point.)

Typically, I like to give games the benefit of the doubt. Try it out if it's on sale, I usually say, but there's no point in putting
down any amount of money for such a frustrating game such as any installment of the hacker evolution series.. I've so far played
two excellent, super-old-school games: You Have to Win the Game, and Princess Remedy in a World of Hurt.. Minerva's Den is
one of the most interesting stories Rapture has to offer. I would highly recommend it if you crave more Bioshock 2 and an
interesting story.. The conrtols are bonkers! Q for left instead of A. I can't even play this! OMG! Oh wait, I can change them to
normal wasd, cool beans this game is awesome!

It's a fun little platformer game really.

8\/10. Somehow this developer messed up input compleatly. First, you cant interact with the UI with a controller or keyboard as
it seems which is stupid. Second one player is forced to use the keyboard when the other uses a controller?
This is a really half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665set up and doesn't make it easy for 2 people to play together
when one has to sit and use the mouse and keyboard and the other gets to use a controller.
I know its possible to use mutliple controllers with Unity and to interact with the UI via keyboard\/controller. Dissapointed when
the game looks great otherwise.. There's no answer other than RECOMMEND! - It's FREE and its BRILLIANT! 10\/10

it's free, and its a brilliant flashback to the 80s\/90s RPG - really really well done.

Music, graphics and game engine are really nice. Takes an hour or so of gameplay depending on difficulty.
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